
MPG:
MATCHING THE

PERFECT
KEYNOTE &

MOTIVATIONAL
SPEAKER TO 

 YOUR EVENT.
 

 EVERY TIME.

We are all storytellers. Invite

our speakers to share their

stories 

with you.
Motivation
Finance
Health & Wealth

Reinvigorate and Look Forward
Embracing Uncertainty 
Overcoming Obstacles
The Importance of Planning
Your companies message

Speaking Topics Include

Matt Newman

MolliePlotkinGroup.com  302-212-0475

Keynote Speaker

Fee Range: $10,000 - $15,000

Matt helps us be better assets to our firms, helps us
be better fathers, mothers, sisters and brothers, and
helps us become more valuable advisors to our
clients.

-Marc J. Del Gaudio, CFP, President, 
Allied Wealth Partners



Matthew S. Newman is a brain cancer survivor and keynote
speaker who motivates individuals to commit to making greater
connections in their personal and professional lives.

Catastrophic events, such as a diagnosis of grade-three
astrocytoma, can not be directly accounted for. However, their
impact can be mitigated with ample planning and a positive
attitude. Newman’s financial planning experience and relentless
determination helped him take ownership of his life as a cancer
survivor. He leads sales teams, financial advisors, and
organizations through his philosophy of risk management and
motivation; emphasizing sales and referrals by making deeper
connections with clients. 

Let us tell you
Matt Newman's story
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MolliePlotkinGroup.com  302-212-0475

Fee Range: $10,000 - $20,000

Author of Starting at the Finish Line: 
My Cancer Partner, Perspective and
Preparation, Matthew S. Newman
has refined his ideas through his
latest creative outlet; writing. 
Matthew's memoir chronicles the
journey that he and his entire
family took together which got him
to a place of clarity, understanding
and appreciation.

Through his keynote speeches, he implores organizations to
create new prospects with realness, purity, and interpersonal
connections. At his appearances, he signs his books with, 
“We are a family of warriors.” Even when unable to orate in
person, the connections Newman makes with virtual audiences
are of no lesser strength than his face-to-face presentations.
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